
From the idea to production



Worth knowing about us
3DiWorks Formen- und Werkzeugbau GmbH is successfully 
active in the identification and implementation of applica-
tions and solutions for model and mould-making. Our 
speciality is silicone, which makes us experts in this field and 
differentiates us from competitors. Our core competence is 
focused in particular on the manufacture of tools, masks, 
protective and holding covers. Our products are used in the 
areas of overhaul repair of aircraft engines, parts processing 
of power plants or for processing medical implants. We 
operate wherever our customers’ particularly high-quality 
end products also require special care. 

We have a partnership with our customers, which we 
continuously develop and maintain. In doing so, our constant 
further development and our flexibility are outstanding. 
Our customers’ ideas are our task. With the help of 
state-of-the-art technology, we are able to carry out 
complex tasks flexibly, quickly and reliably. In our develop-
ment department, we develop solutions from ideas – such as 

3D models, CNC programmes, drawings, and specifications 
– for our production. In doing so, we consider the subse-
quent application of the components and products as well as 
handling by potential users. 

Our qualified employees within the teams in the manufactu-
ring departments are specialists in their respective fields. 
They process our orders precisely and to a high standard of 
quality in accordance with the specifications of the develop-
ment department. From prototyping to series production, 
everything is possible. Our know-how enables us to produce 
a wide variety of moulds. This increases efficiency in a 
variety of machining processes and reduces costs significant-
ly for this purpose.



Foundry model-making has had a special position in the 
company 3DiWorks Formen- und Werkzeugbau GmbH 
since 1919 and has been continuously adapted to the 
different and specific requirements of our customers. 
Today, a multitude of different model construction types 
are offered for production. Everything from drawings 
to complex 3D CAD data can be processed. 
Wooden models, plastic models K1 and metal models 
are part of our daily work.

Model-making 



Application examples:
•From the mould to the CAD model
•3D inspection of wearing parts
•Archiving tools
•Functional dimensioning
•Target/actual comparison

With our new T-SCAN hawk 3D scanner from Zeiss, we capture data from wherever it 
is needed, as the device was developed for mobile use. This portable, flexible generati-
on of scanners allows us to capture all the 3D data we need, from reverse engineering 
to quality control, with the highest precision – both in-house and at the customer’s site. 
An additional plus is a platform-independent all-in-one software solution that allows 
3D data to be imported independently of the measurement system.

Flexible, mobile 3D scanning



In particular, we are dedicated to the production of tools, 
masking, painting, protection, transport and holding covers, 
which are used in the fields of overhaul repair of aircraft 
engines, parts processing of gas turbines or for the proces-
sing of medical implants.

Our know-how enables us to produce a wide variety of 
shapes and covers for our customers in the aviation sector, 
among others. This increases efficiency in a wide range of 
machining processes and significantly reduces costs.

Examples of applied processes for our clients: 
•Shot peening 
•Thermal coating 
•Raw blasting 
•Ceramic blasting 
•Painting processes 
•Vibratory finishing processes 
•Component painting

Tools, masks and covers for 
the plasma process



Examples of applied protective and transport covers:
•Safe transport within the company
•Safe transport overseas
•Safety covers in warning colour
•Protective covers of sensitive components
•Transport cost reduction due to the lightweight material

PUR covers for protection 
and transport

3DiWorks carefully manufactures a wide range of precisely fitting PUR 
components, from individual parts to complete assemblies – as well as for 
the aviation sector in particular. An additional plus is the option of 
delivery in selected colours.



Special covers made of steel, aluminium, PA6, 
PTFE and high-performance plastics

Design and production on our CAD workstations 
as well as our CNC milling machines

One of our strengths involves our production skills after customers send us their 
3D article data with all relevant requirements. Because our 30 years of experience 
is the basis for the success of your projects. With our CAM software stations, 
we are up to any challenge. Supported by our CNC milling machines, we can 
offer our customers a milling range of X: 3000 mm and Y: 900 mm.

CNC technology and material



Mould-making

In the area of mould-making, we mainly manufacture for our 
customers in the bus and train interior sector as well as for the 
medical sector. After receiving the 3D article data, we design 
complete PUR foaming tools. Depending on the quantity of 
articles ordered, we produce simple folding/hinge tools 
made of plastic or aluminium with or without temperature 
control. For higher quantities, a complete aluminium mould 
with temperature control, hydraulic ejector, hydraulic slides, 
and hydraulic inclined slides is constructed. After change 
requests and approval of the mould data by our customer, 
the moulds are manufactured on our CNC milling machines.

One of our specialities is the production of large foam 
models. In this area, we manufacture, among other things, 
bug masks, interior linings, models for wind turbines and for 
the conversion of emergency vehicles for the train industry.



Toolmaking
Toolmaking has developed since the 1990s. After our 
customers from the automotive, bus and train industries 
increasingly demanded series tools, we are now a reliable 
supplier for large-scale industry in the field of hot-pressing 
tools, SMC tools and wet pressing tools.

Based on the 3D article data provided, we design the 
complete tool structure according to customer-specific 
requirements and specifications. The tool structure with 
ejector plates, hydraulic ejectors, hydraulic slides, tempera-
ture control holes as well as the necessary connections 
are a necessary standard for us.

The tools are manufactured in aluminium or tool steel accor-
ding to the customer's requirements. After completion, 
acceptance in our company is accompanied by a measure-
ment report of the component contour.
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And this is how you can reach us

We are 
ISO 9001 
certified


